Rental Rates

Toyota Hiace • 2.7L Petrol

VW Transporter • 103kW Diesel

Length of Rental (Days)

Cost (AUD$/Day)

Length of Rental (Days)

Cost (AUD$/Day)

7 (Minimum)

110

7 (Minimum)

160

14+

100

14+

150

21+

90

21+

140

25+

80

25+

130

$1000 bond
Includes sheets, pillows, cutlery, pots, pans etc

Adventurer

Frontline Camper Conversions Pty Ltd
36 Cross Street Brookvale NSW 2100

$1000 bond
Includes sheets, pillows, cutlery, pots, pans etc
4 Seater

Adventurer

02 9939 0600
info@frontlinecamper.com.au

4 Seater

frontlinecamper.com.au

Conditions of Rental
Insurance: Comprehensive insurance is included in the daily rate.
Excess $1000 applies for each claim, not per rental.

Cancellations: 10% fee applies. Cancellation within 40 days of a
booked rental will forfeit deposit.

Please note: insurance does not cover windscreen, tyre, overhead,
under body and water damage and/or recovery of vehicle theft
break in or personal belongings.

Early drop offs: The rental company will not give refunds for
early termination of rental contracts. Vehicle must be returned to
contract address or a fee of $35 per hour from our base will apply.

Refundable security bond: A cleared $1000 security bond is to
be paid at the time of contract on pick up of your vehicle. Bond
can be paid by Mastercard or Visa, not by cash. The security bond
will be refunded provided the contract has not been breached
and the vehicle is returned undamaged, returned on time and fuel
tank full.

Penalties: Late return: camper rental may be extended if the
vehicle is available. This must be confirmed with the rental
company first. If the rental extension is not granted and the vehicle
is returned late a daily charge of $350 will be applied.

Daily rate calculation: When renting a vehicle the daily rates
are calculated including both day of pick up and day of return,
regardless of time of day. Rates will be calculated as per seasons
prices schedule when a vehicle enters a different rate during rental
the new rate will apply regardless whether higher or lower. Rental
minimum 7 days February to November. Rental minimum 14
days December to January. Public holidays are calculated at high
season rates.
Deposit: A deposit of 20% or $500 (whatever is greater) is
required to hold booking.

Cleaning: A cleaning fee of $120 will be charged if vehicles are not
returned clean inside. Waste and toilet water (if applicable) must
be emptied before return of vehicle or an additional cleaning fee of
$200 will apply.
Substitution rental vehicle: in the event of unforeseen
circumstances the rental company reserves the right to upgrade
for no extra charge or refund for the difference

Kilometres: In the rental price 2000km per week are free. Extra
kilometres over the total rental will be 15c per kilometre. One way
rental may be considered by the company and will be quoted
separately.
Fuel: The vehicle must be returned with a full tank of fuel. All
transactions are done in Australian dollars and Frontline will not be
responsible for any differences caused by exchange fluctuations.
Road use: Rental vehicles are to be used on bitumen roads only.
It is safer to travel during the day in the outback as animals are
frequently on the road at night which can cause severe accidents.
Repairs: Frontline run 2015 model vehicles so repairs are unlikely.
In the event of a repair the renter may go ahead with a repair
under $100 without consulting our office. For amounts greater you
should call our office for authorisation. If the repair is not the fault
of the renter, the amount will be reimbursed only when receipts are
produced on completion of the journey.
Conditions and prices subject to change without notice.

Licenses: The customer must hold a current drivers license of their
own country or an international licence. The customer must be 25
years or older at the start of the rental contract.

